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Often referred to as “the single best idea anyone has ever had,”
Charles Darwin's theory of evolution explains how the great
diversity of all life on the earth evolves through a process of natural
selection. This theory has become a pivotal foundation of modern
biology and helps shape our understanding of the natural world. To
formulate such a revolutionary idea, Darwin needed to experience
the rich diversity of earth's flora and fauna, which he did from 1831
to 1836 as a naturalist aboard the HMS Beagle.
During that fateful voyage, the Galápagos Islands—an archipelago of
volcanic oceanic islands located oﬀ the coast of Ecuador—would
prove vital for Darwin in formulating his theory of evolution. As
Darwin wrote in his journal: “The natural history of this archipelago
is very remarkable: it seems to be a little world within itself; the
greater number of its inhabitants, both vegetable and animal, being
found nowhere else.”
In the history of science, few discoveries are as closely interwoven
with a specific location as the theory of evolution is with the
Galápagos Islands (Galileo’s experiments at the Leaning Tower of
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Pisa might be the next most well-known). And for many scientists,
visiting the Galápagos Islands—to witness firsthand what inspired
Darwin to create “the single best idea anyone has ever had”—would
simply be the most amazing opportunity of a lifetime.
Yet incredibly, GIST College and Dean Do-Kyeong Ko made a field
expedition to the Galápagos Islands possible for students enrolled in
Professor Steve Cho’s GS4301 Evolutionary Biology course.
I often like to say: “At GIST, the world is our classroom!” There is no
better example of this than the field expedition to the Galápagos
Islands. If every discovery begins with a journey, then this amazing
opportunity was the result of the unique approach GIST College has
taken in Korea to educate it students, which is a journey that all
Koreans should be proud of supporting.
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